
 
 

 
November 10, 2022     Re:  SFLO Buffer Width Proposals   
 
Washington State Forest Practice Board       
P.O. Box 47012  
Olympia, WA  98504-7012            
 
Chairwoman Smith and members of the Forest Practices Board: 
 
The goal of this joint presentation is to simply summarize the reasons each of you should approve the 
buffer width proposals as written, perhaps with some additional qualifications? Elaine will review YOUR 
supporting science and touch on some of the issues/opportunities in our November 6 letter and I’ll follow 
up with some key points. 

(Elaine’s Presentation) 

Thanks Elaine.  I’ll highlight some additional justifications for our 3 template buffer width proposals.  Over 
the years many have come to believe the current buffers were the result of definitive science, rather than 
a negotiated settlement of one tree length, that resulted in an overly complex set of rules to match the 
negotiated settlement.  When looking at the differences between the negotiated buffers and our science-
based proposals it’s easy to incorrectly assume fewer trees in the buffer = a loss of actual protection.   

 
1. Despite multiple RCW/WAC references to “low impact” options for SFLOs our final proposals are 

relying only on “equal and overall effectiveness”. 

 
2. Cumulative impacts on resources are low, if at all; cumulative impacts on landowners are huge, 

which is why it’s the first example in Your Alternate Plan Guidance. 

 
3. Non-Template forms of Alternate Plans are extremely complex/intimidating for SFLOs.  

Templates are not available to Industry.  

 
4. Prescriptions based on stream size are site-specific!  Our typical smaller, dispersed harvest units 

are also site-specific functional risk reducers. 

 
5. We are asking the FPB to embrace the common-sense notion of “variable” width buffers (already 

allowed in other rules), whereby Policy will recommend specific metrics. 

 
6. Teply & ISPR didn’t consider the “context” about SFLO harvests – if they had considered our 

smaller, disconnected harvests the Relative Effectiveness ratings would have been even more 

favorable. 

 
7. CMER had over a year to review the 3 science reviews ending in a Notice to Discontinue by the 

Majority representatives in CMER. 
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8. Step #2 in this Template process is to return your buffer width decisions to Policy for their 

recommendations about management within these buffers to better address Desired Future 

Condition. 

 
9. WACs require templates to “address common situations that are repeatedly addressed in 

alternate plans” (even though that’s not the case in the two existing templates!!): 

a. The no-cut average buffers in over 200 SFLO APs were less than what we are proposing. 

b. A sampling of those SFLO Alternate Plans were inspected after harvest by a multi-caucus 

review team (Galleher Study) with very high consensus grades for functional 

effectiveness.  

 
10. Templates are alternatively designed to address “strategies to simplify the development of future 

plans or strategies, including low impact situations and site-specific physical features.”: 

a. Our proposals are clearly “simpler” 

b. Our proposals are based on site-specific physical features – stream widths! 

c. Our proposals are “equal in overall effectiveness” according to YOUR science reviews, 

but if you have lingering doubts they certainly qualify for “low impact” legislative intent. 

 
11. Templates are available to all SFLOs, but high-risk sites don’t necessarily qualify for template 

prescriptions.  User friendly check lists on FPAs can help flag sites needing a little extra scrutiny 

by ID Teams.  Let the AP process work – trust your field professionals! 

 
12. Our initial 25’ full length Np simplification proposal clearly provides more net functionality than 

current rules – our final 30’ proposal is even better.  Take the increased Np functionality today – 

don’t wait the many years for Np rule changes that may/may not happen in the future.  If/when 

they change reconsider this. 

 
13. Approval of these template prescriptions will significantly reduce the demand for the underfunded 

FREP program focusing its resources on site-conditions with real resource risks. 

 
14. Is it in the Board or the AMPs best interest to ignore YOUR OWN science review conclusions? 

 
15. It’s offensive to us when told we should be happy with 3 out of 4 mitigations negotiated in 1999 

Forests & Fish we supported.  Today’s efforts are about regulatory relief promised to an overly 

naïve and trusting SFLO community.  Will today’s results help or hurt future negotiations 

with the Ag Community??? 

 
16. How would you feel if you spent 23 years getting to this point, only to be told we need to go back 

to the drawing board?  It’s too late to chase more alternative shinny objects!  We might be slow 

but we aren’t stupid! 

 
17. Very few of my SFLO friends still believe in the promises of Forests and Fish.  I still believe there 

is hope for Forests and Fish and the collaborative processes otherwise I wouldn’t still be here 

today.  This is not a bump in the road, it’s a paradigm shifting fork in the road. Failure today 

leaves our caucus with little to no trust or hope for collaborative processes! 

We’d like to take the rest of our time to answer any questions you may have about potential “conditions” 
that may help more of you get to yes. 

Ken 


